The project aims to research on combining deep learning specifically Long-Short Memory (LSTM) and basic statistics in multiple multistep time series prediction. LSTM can dive into all the pages and learn the general trends of variation in a large scope, while the well selected medians for each page can keep the special seasonality of different pages so that the future trend will not fluctuate too much from the reality. A recent Kaggle competition on 145K Web Traffic Time Series Forecasting [1] is used to thoroughly illustrate and test this idea.
Datasets and Inputs
The datasets used are data from Stage 1 of the Kaggle competition (see [1] -> Data). The training dataset consists of approximately 145K time series. Each time series contains a Page name and a sequence of daily views for the corresponding Page, starting from 2015-07-01 to 2016-12-31. The Page name is made of article name, the Wikipedia project like 'en.wikipedia.org', type of access such as desktop and type of agent like spider, which is in the format of 'name_project_access_agent'. For values in each time series of daily views, there is no difference between zero values and missing values, so a missing value may mean the traffic was zero or just that the data is not available for that day. Now since the stage 1 of the competition is over, I will also use another dataset containing the daily views for January 1 st , 2017 up until March 1 st , 2017 as the answer key to evaluate the model prediction performance.
Table 1. Data Sample

Evaluation Metrics
In the Kaggle competition, SMAPE between predicted values and true values is used as the evaluation metric. SMAPE is short for Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error, which is an accuracy measure based on percentage errors. The formula of SMAPE is
where n is the number of observations, -is the true value and -is the predicted value where t = 1, …, n. SMAPE has a lower bound 0 and an upper bound 200%. One problem of SMAPE is that if the true value and predicted value are both 0, the formula returns error. Hence in practice, we define that if | -| + -= 0, then SMAPE = 0; otherwise SMAPE is calculated by the above formula. Because our data contains lots of extreme values, i.e. outliers, SMAPE does not return large error for them by taking percentage, which SMAPE is good metric for testing our final results.
In the training process, I also use another metric Mean Absolute Error (MAE) which is a quality to measure how close predictions are to the actual values, and defined as
where n is the number of observations, -is the true value and -is the predicted value where t = 1, …, n. MAE is used as a loss function during training because the data is log transformed and error log -− log -= log ( 9 :
9 :
) should be close to SMAPE in functionality in the manner of using percentage of outputs.
Analysis
Data Exploration
The basic information of the data: there are 145,063 rows and each row contains a column Page (in 'name_project_access_agent' format) and a sequence of 550 daily views from 2015-07-01 to 2016-12-31. There are outliers both along page and along date. For each page, there are extreme values at different time points. See Table 2 for the summary and Figure 1 for the plot with high spikes. Table 3 for the summary along date. 
Exploratory Visualization
First of all, let's fill the missing with 0 and plot some time series. Different page has various views pattern along time. It also shows that there are spikes in the time series which are outliers that we need to handle before modeling. 
Algorithms and Techniques
In this section, two techniques are discussed. One is a machine learning algorithm -long short term memory network, and the other is simply median of several aggregated medians.
Long-Short Term Memory Architecture
A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a network with loops in them. Unrolling it, we can consider it as multiple copies of the same network (repeating module), and information is passed from one copy to the next one. Since we have about 145K time series, it is not feasible to get different model for each time series, and traditional art of state models may not good at handling such huge different time series. The problem can be taken as a sequence-to-sequence prediction where one needs to forecast a sequence of future daily views by using a given sequence of previous daily views. Therefore, Long Short Term Memory with its chain-like structure is a good fit to it.
Before transforming data into a sequence to sequence analysis, we have to carefully handle the outliers in each time series. Besides, the range of the daily views for all 145K pages is hugely expanded, so we also need to properly scale the data before fitting into models. The details about data preprocessing will be documented in the later section. The Keras API will be used to build the Long-Short Term Memory network architecture with parameters like number of neurons, number of epochs, batch size tuned.
Median of Median
Due to the outliers (high spikes in Figure 1 ), I choose median to get a relevantly stable statistic for each time series. Further because of the variation along the 550 days, median of all 550 daily views is not a reasonable estimate. For example, some wiki page for a new movie only have views after there is any news about it, while some pages for events like regular games, holiday and so on get high hit in web traffic during some specific time in a year. Hence median of different period can capture different patterns or information about the time series.
In the later implementation, median of values in previous week is used to evaluated the most recent views; medians of values in previous 3 weeks, 9 weeks (which are 63 days, close to the 60-day range for our forecasting purpose), 1 year grouped by weekday respectively are used to capture the weekly patterns from a short to long term; median of the identical month in previous year, i.e. January and February 2016, is used to represent some potential yearly patterns. Finally taking median of all these medians will give a not too bad estimate of future daily views.
Benchmark Model
Since the prediction range is 60 days, the benchmark model I choose is to use the median of values of the previous 60 days as prediction of web views for the next 60 days for each Page. As stated in last section, median is not affected by outliers in the time series. With more than 145K sequences, it turned to be an easy and effective measurement in the predictions. 
Methodology
Data Preprocessing
The range of daily views are huge, so necessary data transformation like log-scale, max-min scale or standardization is taken before modeling. We also need to appropriately define training set, validating set and testing sets. In this case, we use sequence of 60 values as target since we need to predict values for the next 60 days.
In details, the following preprocessing is taken. 3. Logarithmic transformation to deal with outliers. Since there are many 0's, log1p transformation is taken, i.e. = = log ( + 1). Alternative way to handle outliers that I tried is to shrink all daily views in the range (Q1-1.5*IQR, Q3+1.5*IQR) where Q1 is the 1 st quartile, Q3 is the 3 rd quartile and IQR = Q3-Q1.
4. Define X_train/y_train, X_validate/y_validate and X_test. In order to validate the model, I take the last 60 days as y_validate and the previous days except the first 60 days as X_validate. The choice of X_validate is to keep the same length as X_train which will be all days except the last 120 days, and y_train will be the 60 days before y_validate. In this case, there is no overlap between y_train and y_validate. So finally, X_test is all days except the first 120 days, which has the same length as X_train and X_validate, while y_test is unknow and represent views for the so-called future 60 days. 
Implementation
In this section, two techniques are discussed. One is LSTM with its implementation in Keras and the other is the simply selected medians, followed by the ensemble of these two results.
LSTM Implementation
After logarithmic transformation and Max-Min scaling, we first reshape X's from a 2D array [samples, features] to 3D array [samples, timesteps, features] as required by LSTM network. Here we take timesteps as 1.
We design a simple LSTM network by using 1 hidden layer with 256 neurons followed by a dropout layer which is a regularization technique by randomly selecting a proportion of neuron to ignore, and then an output layer with linear activation and 60 output values. The network will be complied by MAE as loss function and RMSprop as optimizer.
We train the LSTM model on (X_train, y_train) and validate the model performance on (X_validate, y_validate) for each epoch. Callbacks function in keras is used to save the best shot on (X_validate, y_validate).
Figure 5. LSTM Network Architecture
When training the model, we can use batch size which is number of samples that are going to the be propagated through the network. It will help the networks run faster but the training accuracy is not as good as using the whole dataset. So I did not define batch size in this implementation. As to the number of epochs, several options are tried and 10 is chosen since the accuracy is not improved on (X_validate, y_validate) after several epochs. During the training process, each epoch takes about 80 seconds.
Keras library in python makes the implementation of neural networks easier with only several lines. But we still need to tune the hyperparameters. Here an approach is to use grid search. Due to the long running time, I did not try it. If we run it on GPU, grid search is better. Instead, I tested some hyperparameters manually. For example, number of neurons = 256 is better than 128. Dropout rate = 0.3 is better than 0.5. when using 25 or 35 epochs, the loss function stopped improving after around 10 epochs.
Choosing the proper loss function and optimization is also import. For loss function, I also tried Mean Square Error, SMAPE and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), they did not outperform MAE when testing the final prediction of views. As documented in keras, RMSProp performs well for Recurrent Neural Networks. SMAPE between true y_validate and predicted y_validate from LSTM models is 45.9.
Medians
As stated in earlier section, several medians are taken in different time ranges. a) For each page, the median of views in the last week is taken. b) For each page, the median of views in last 3 weeks grouped by weekday is taken. c) For each page, the median of views in last 9 weeks grouped by weekday is taken. d) For each page, the median of views during last 365 days (1 year) grouped by weekday is taken. e) For each page, the median of views during 2016-01-01 to 2016-03-01 grouped by weekday is taken.
For this approach, I also tried adding median of other time range lie 6 weeks, 12 weeks, etc., but the final results were getting worse. How about other time range? I believe there is still a pace to improve it, but this is not the main focus of our methodology in general.
Finally, we join all the 5 medians by page and weekday, and then merge it to the LSTM results. The median of all these predictions will be the final predicted results.
Refinement
Tuning hyperparameters like number of neurons in LSTM and changing loss function will affect the performance. Besides that, to fully utilize the data set, I trained another LSTM model on (X_validate, y_validate). For this training process, the last 5% of (X_validate, y_validate) is used to validate the model performance.
In order to test the performance, we use the second model to predict on X_train. SMAPE between true y_train and predicted y_train is 45.4.
Taking average of predictions from these two LSTM models, one trained on (X_train, y_train) and the other trained on (X_validate, y_validate), as the final prediction of LSTM model.
Results
Model Evaluation and Validation
Generalize and apply LSTM models on X_test. The 1 st model trained on (X_train, y_train) returned SMAPE between true y_test and predicted y_test as 46.15, and the 2 nd model trained on (X_validate, y_validate) returned SMAPE between true y_test and predicted y_test as 46.86. And the final LSTM model returned SMAPE as 45.9.
As to the medians, if we only take median of 5 medians as the prediction of y_test, SMAPE between the true and predicted values is 44.29. It is better than the prediction from LSTM model. There is no surprise since median is a stable statistic for each page level while LSTM network here is trying to capture the patterns of all pages at once.
Taking median of the 5 medians and the prediction from LSTM will further reduce the SMAPE value to 43.59. Overall, the model generalized well to new dataset with a smaller SMAPE compared to the benchmark model. The use of medians protects the model from large fluctuations and it is robust to outliers. LSTM dives into all the pages and tries to learn the general processing trends so it helps providing a direction, while the mere medians for each page can capture the specialties of different pages so that the future trend won't go too far from the reality.
Justification
Compared to SMAPE between y_test and prediction from benchmark is 46.5, so overall our models with SMAPE=43.59 outperform it. How about the performance for each page? After taking a closer look at the results, it shows that LSTM works better for some pages while median of weekly medians work better for others. Even for the same page, LSTM works well for some time period while medians perform more stable for other period. The following page has a non-stationary trend of daily views. Median od medians cannot capture the trend as it decreases or increase a lot. While LSTM is good at catching the trend in a short term, and cannot make the quick jump at the end.
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Figure 7. True values and predictions from different methods
The following page has a weekly seasonality with an increasing trend. A stable median of medians captures the seasonality but LSTM captures the variation in the seasonality. So the final model of combining these two performs better in general.
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Conclusion
Free-Form Visualization
The discussion with plots in last section illustrates that our model can capture the seasonality and some monotone in the time series. Let's plot the results for the 4 pages shown in Figure 1 , and further discuss the performance of our final model in general.
For the 1 st page (left-upper) and 4 th page (right-bottom), most of the views are small except some high spikes. The predictions for this type of series has little variation, so the benchmark and our model are very close while the prediction from final model is slight better in variation. For the 2 nd page (right-upper), the daily views have some seasonality with monotonic trend. The predictions from our Model can capture the fluctuations. Similarly, the 3 rd page (left-bottom) has seasonality with monotone, but in addition, there is an extremely high spike, see Figure 1 . The predictions from final model is much better than that from benchmark. 
Reflection
Many time series just follow random walks and are not stationary, so it is difficult to find patterns within it and the reason causing fluctuations behind it. In this specific problem, we need to predict a future sequence which consists of not just one step but 60 steps. The error will cumulate if we forecast the future step one by one. What makes it more complicated as well as interesting is to predict more than 145K time series at once. Therefore, I would like to regard this problem as a multiple multistep time series forecasting.
The variation of different time series and the huge volume of it make traditional ARIMA model or other linear models fail to return a good prediction quickly and accurately. Deep neural network plays well in this field with its capability in capturing nonlinear patterns, and the huge training set becomes a help to generate a better result. One more advantage of deep learning is that it saves us time and pain in doing feature engineering.
The final model with simply implemented LSTM architecture returns a reasonable and good prediction in general. With further parameter tuning, the prediction can be better. However, there are still a lot of space to improve.
Improvement
As the problem is to predict sequence from a historical sequence, a better way is to use two longshort term memory networks where one is encoder to take historical sequence and the other is decoder to translate it into a future sequence. This kind of model is called Seq2Seq model (see [7] for one example).
In addition to enhance the algorithms, we can also improve the prediction by preprocessing the initial time series or engineering more features so that to describe the trends of the data. So far many of the time series are not stationary. We can differentiate the sequences and make prediction on the difference. By introducing more features, we can define medians of different lags and build neural networks on them.
